
Grand Masters: Geek, Great Kahuna 
Jo in t  Masters: Licks H i s  Own 

Hash Cash: Pure Sex 

On- Sec: Generic Butt W i p e  

Religious Advisor: Generic Rock Star 

P.O. Box 601351 

Blue B a l l s  

Double Team 

Hashl ine: 957- HASH 

 

Houston, Texas 77260- 1351 

DEWEY  DEFEATS  TYSON 

RUN:562 HARES: CHOO CHOO&PUKE A / K / A  CUTE 

Unlimited bandwidth, punitive damages, tee time, Bill 
Clements,,, 

Now that I have the attention of the engineers, lawyers, 
doctors, and teachers out there,,, 

 
What a muddy farce! If you haven't heard by now, the 

new mismanagement, NOTA, was disqualified by Hash Monarchs, 
Geek and Great Kahuna, Tsarina Bayou Beaver installed a 
puppet regime consisting of Lick-s His Own Blue Balls, 
Generics Rock Star and Butt Wipe, and Doubly Pure Team Sex. 
A s  we've  always feared, your votes ARE counted, (My proof: 
Outgoing mismanagement was seen taking off their shoes and 
socks, and I heard Bunnyballs mutter,"seventy-leven.") So 
that should answer that eternal question, "Mommy, where does 
mismanagement come from?" 

New JM, Lick's His Own Blue Balls, pleaded for space to 
sum up his hallucination for the upcuming year: "The buy word 
for 1990-91 is Vaseline," 

In the "is the sun setting or rising? department" this 
question comes to mind: Is the fact that old mismanagement 

 had to prevail upon emergency hares, to be considered the 
only logical denoument to their tenure o r  does it augur 
ominously for the new scapegoats? Only Stephen King knows,., 

Now that I have so skillfully directed your attention to 
the run (our raison d-etre, you know), here's the ''run" down: 

We went left, we went right, we laughed, we cried.,. 



a 

An A to B trail it was, from Hutchinson Park to Denver 
Harbor Park No. 2.  I don't know how long emergency hares, 
Choo-Choo & Cute had to prepare for this run, but it was a 
suitable run for the temperture, if a little heavy on the 
tarmac. Road runs are needed if for no other reason to give 
hash rash a time to heal (to everything there is a season, 
turn, turn, turn). What must be admitted to be one of 
Choo-Choo-s weaker efforts, still rises to garner average 
ratings over all. It was a mercifully short run, 
complemented by a mercifully long On-ON--bolstered by three 
kegs. As interim ON-Sec, NOTAr reported last week, we headed 
first to a bayou, where we found a bridge over troubled 
water. (Who says chivalry is dead, Dickhead didn-t even use 
his cloak.) And there were some roads and Choo-Choo twacks, 
and a waa-waa check..(Oops, sor ry ,  too much Fischer-Price 
music)...the hares claim it was virgin territory, but hey, 
Denver Harbor area! Only in Half Moon-s dreams. And we 
headed through a copse of trees to TBA park. 

Your aspiring, inspiring, and perspiring On Sec, 

LOGOS 

NEW BOOTS  Laurie GAUDERRULT :CATHY BUMPASS : MARK DRUMMOND   FRED  
KASPER1CK:MARISOL MARTINEZ 

NUPTIAL NOTES: I CAN'T TELL UHOO YET, BUT THE REV. SUN MYUNG 
MOON WILL OFFICIATE. 

'NEXT WEEK: "THE PASSION OF BLOODY MARY" 

APROPOS DEP-T: Receding Hare Line: Only June 8th is covered 
(info subject to change). See Geek to sign up. 

MISQUOTABLES: "I think Geek is right this time." Beetle Juice 
(neither were) 

"...the primal father of the whole, the primal beginning, and 
the primal incomprehensible, is called Anthropos...and that 
this is the great and abstruse mystery, namely, that the 
power which is above all others, and contains all others in 
its embrace, is called Anthropos." GEEK. 

. AWARDS: 4 STARS (OUT OF FOUR) TO LOCKBOX AND MARY ANNE 
HARRELL


